DEPARTMENT

Letter from the Chair
Professor and Chair Matt Biro looks to the future. read more

Museum Studies Minor Comes to History of Art
Administrative responsibilities shift, but focus remains decidedly interdisciplinary. read more

VRC Names Collections Built By Emeriti Faculty
Honoring the life-long work of U-M art historians. read more read more

FACULTY

The VRC Has a New Website
Check it Out! click here

Kevin Carr
Giving
Make a donation to the U-M History of Art. The high quality of our program – the richness and diversity of the experience we offer our students – depends heavily upon additional financial support. click here

Just for Fun
Take the Met’s "Faking It" Interactive Quiz. Can you spot which photos are fake? click here

David Doris
Wins 2012 Melville J. Herskovits Award. read more

Joan Kee
Organizes Florence Conference. read more

Martin Powers
Co-Edits Book Looking at Asian Art. read more

Christiane Gruber
Publishes edited volume Images of the Child and Childhood in Modern Muslim Contexts. read more

Celeste Brusati
Curates Flip your Field exhibit at UMMA. read more

STUDENTS

UMMA/History of Art Collaboration Funds New Curatorial Positions
Positions train emerging talent in the museum field. read more

Helicon Exhibit
Politically Incorrect: The Visual Stimulation of Politics. read more

Welcome!
Introducing our new graduate student cohort. read more

2012 Graduate Student Symposium
From Bodies to Billboards: Alternative Sites of Display. read more

DIA Field trip Explores Materiality of Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe
DIA Curator and U-M Alumna Yao-Fen You (PhD 2004) helps students dig deep into material culture. read more